TOY# 480

NAME: My First Puzzles: Toys

PIECES: 24 pieces + box

AGE: 3+

LEVEL: preschool

PRICE: $24.99

MANUFACTURE: Just Jigsaws

LINK: https://sl.ocls.ca/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=288937%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSERVER

DESCRIPTION: 4 block puzzle pieces
4 boat puzzle pieces
4 ball puzzle pieces
4 car puzzle pieces
4 teddy bear puzzle pieces
4 train puzzle pieces
1 box

CHILDREN AND PLAY: Children can enjoy putting together all six of the jigsaw puzzles together. Putting the puzzles together can increase their fine motor skills as well as their cognitive skills by remembering what piece goes where and to what puzzle.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: Social
Cognitive
Creative
Emotional
Fine Motor